
A Ukrainian soldier injured in the war with Russia received a response this

month from the new boss of Unilever. Oleh Simoroz had urged the consumer

goods group to stop doing business in the country, complaining that “you’re

paying taxes to the aggressor country and thus financing terrorism”.

In his reply, Hein Schumacher said the matter was “not straightforward” and

that Unilever, one of a few western multinationals to continue operating in

Russia, had been unable to arrange an exit that met the company’s “objectives”.

Nevertheless, the Dutchman promised Simoroz, 26, that he and his team would

look at the situation “with a fresh pair of eyes”.

Quitting Russia, where Unilever’s profits doubled to about £110 million last year,

is unlikely to be the only issue getting Schumacher’s fresh pair of eyes. The 52-

year-old former head of FrieslandCampina, the Dutch dairy co-operative, took

on the chief executive role only last month — and at a crucial time for the maker

of Marmite, Dove soap and Hellmann’s mayonnaise. Not least among his

immediate challenges is the pressure from investors over the FTSE 100 group’s

stagnant share price performance — disquiet that came to a head at the start of

2022 after a botched £50 billion bid for GSK’s consumer health business.

Among these critics is Nelson Peltz, the veteran American activist investor, who

joined its board a year ago and is a top-ten shareholder. Peltz, 81, who previously

has led activist campaigns at Heinz and Procter & Gamble, rival consumer goods

heavyweights, wants Unilever to improve its sales volumes, margins and share

price.

His presence has had obvious e�ects already. Since setting his sights on Unilever

there have been leadership changes, including the exits of Alan Jope, the former

chief executive, Graeme Pitkethly, as chief financial o�cer, and Conny Braams,

the chief digital o�cer. Ian Meakins will become its chairman in December,

replacing Nils Andersen, who announced his decision to step down this year.

Analysts at Royal Bank of Canada have said that a “clean sweep of management”

ultimately is what Unilever has needed. Now the bosses need to get the big calls

right.

First on the agenda is likely to be Russia. Unilever continues to operate in the

country, selling what it classes as “everyday essential food and hygiene

products”. As the maker of Ben & Jerry’s, this includes ice cream.

British companies identified by researchers at Yale University in the United

States as carrying on “business as usual” in Russia are BT, the telecoms group,

JKX, an oil producer, and FS Mackenzie, a logistics company. Only Antal

International, an executive headhunter, continues to actively hire and advertise

in Russia.

Unilever is graded as “buying time”, along with the likes of AstraZeneca and

GSK, the London-listed Big Pharma groups that continue to provide essential

medicines but have suspended investments, and Reckitt Benckiser, the

households products maker, which said last month that it was continuing the

process of transferring ownership of its Russian business.

However, a recent analysis from the Moral Rating Agency, a think tank focused

on the morality of doing business with Russia, found that Unilever was

contributing £500 million annually to the Russian economy. Its estimate

includes Unilever’s costs and taxes expended in Russia on production, wages

and rent.

Mark Dixon, the British mergers and acquisitions consultant who founded the

agency, said: “[Unilever’s] support for Russia singlehandedly reverses about 10

per cent of Britain’s support for Ukraine.

“The company’s support can pay for 39 bullets per second being fired 24 hours a

day. Schumacher’s crocodile tears about trouble exiting must stop. He needs to

make a U-turn and get out of Russia without further delay.”

Campaigners are also keen to point out what they regard as the hypocrisy of

Unilever touting socially conscious values such as “always working with

integrity” and “positive impact”. Ben & Jerry’s sold its Israeli branch, saying that

it was “inconsistent with Ben & Jerry’s values for our ice cream to be sold in the

Occupied Palestinian Territory”.

Criticism from British politicians has often featured the continued sales of ice

cream by Unilever in Russia. Its Magnum and Cornetto brands are produced by

factories in Tula, south of Moscow.

Sir Chris Bryant, the Labour MP, said last month: “The idea of Unilever making

money out of selling Magnums to Russians, as essential items apparently — it

angers me beyond belief.”

Ukraine’s government called Unilever a “sponsor” of the war after the company

paid 3.2 billion roubles (about £27 million) in corporate taxes in Russia last year.

In May, Unilever Rus LLC, the group’s Russian subsidiary, reported total

revenues of 91.3 billion roubles in 2022, up from 87 billion roubles in the

previous year. Net profits nearly doubled to 9.2 billion roubles. The parent

company attributed the rise to the changing value of the rouble and inflation.

On March 8, 2022, within weeks of Russia’s invasion, Unilever said it had

stopped all media and advertising expenditure. Detailed accounts for the

subsidiary show 21.7 billion roubles spent on advertising in 2022, up from 19.7

billion roubles in 2021. Spending on “marketing services”, however, dropped to

zero from 1.7 billion roubles. None of the Russian social media pages for big

Unilever brands have been active since the start of the war.

Unilever said it had suspended all Russian imports and exports of products, had

cut further capital investment in the country and would make no profit from its

presence there. In an updated statement this year, it reiterated its position on

the war as a “brutal and senseless act by the Russian state”, adding that it had

donated “more than €15 million of support and essential Unilever products to

the humanitarian relief e�ort”.

The decision to retain Unilever’s eight Russian enterprises was made by Jope,

Schumacher’s predecessor, who said that leaving the country would risk its

assets falling into Russian state hands. Indeed, in his letter to Simoroz and while

promising to keep Unilever’s operations in Russia under close review,

Schumacher argued that trading in the region remained the “best option” to

avoid the risk of its business ending up in the hands of the Russian state, “either

directly or indirectly, and to help protect our people”. The Unilever boss has said

previously that pulling out “could result in it being nationalised”, pointing to the

takeover of the Russian subsidiary of Danone, the French yoghurt maker, this

summer.

Unilever has said it had three options for leaving the country: to try to close the

business; selling it; or carrying on within the restrictions it imposed in March.

The company argues that the first two would benefit the Russian government.

Sudden asset seizures, as happened with Danone and Carlsberg, the Danish

brewer, could mean Unilever brands being taken over by Kremlin-appointed

managers, threatening its 3,000 sta�. Under new rules, any deal to sell the

business to a local partner would lead to 5 per cent of the company’s value going

directly to Russian government co�ers.

In a response to the B4Ukraine campaign group in July, the company confirmed

that it would allow its Russian employees to be conscripted if required to do so

by the state. Dixon noted that Unilever’s continued presence, therefore, “may

result in a British company’s Russian employees being called up to fight a British

ally whose soldiers are simultaneously being trained in Britain”.

Unilever’s new management team will be careful, however, not to let pressures

to get out of Russia distract them from other pressing tasks in their in-trays.

They have inherited a company whose sluggish sales and share price have

trailed behind sector peers such as Nestlé and Procter & Gamble — in part, Bank

of America analysts argue, because its bosses have been “overly focused” on

profitability and unwilling to step up investment.

Unilever has delivered volume and product-mix growth of 1.8 per cent a year on

average since 2003, compared with Nestlé’s 3 per cent figure, according to an

analysis by Je�eries, the investment bank. That gap has widened significantly

since the first quarter of 2020. Unilever has a market value of £102 billion, while

Nestlé’s is about £256 billion and that of Procter & Gamble is £287 billion.

Last year, the company was attacked by Terry Smith, a leading shareholder, who

lambasted its “ludicrous” virtue-signalling on everything from sustainability to

Knorr stock cubes, “at the expense of focusing on the fundamentals”.

A change of direction seems likely. Schumacher, a restructuring specialist, has a

track record of working on big- portfolio organisational changes and disposals

across various consumer goods companies, including selling parts of

FrieslandCampina’s German consumer business. Indeed, Peltz helped to recruit

him as Unilever’s new boss, fuelling speculation that an overhaul could be on the

cards.

The former executive at Heinz said his task was to use Unilever’s core strengths

to “drive improved performance and competitiveness”. He will need to lay down

a strategy for how to revive growth across a diverse, complicated portfolio of

about 400 brands at a time of changing consumer tastes, high input costs and

pressure on household budgets. And if he can’t achieve it within the company’s

existing structure, he could look at a more radical solution: spinning o� parts of

the business.

Last year, Jope signalled that sections of Unilever’s foods and refreshment

division could be up for sale as its long-term growth profile was “below other

parts of the portfolio”. However, Schumacher’s background is in this area and, as

Bruno Monteyne, an analyst at Bernstein, asked: “Why hire a food executive if

you’re planning to sell the food business?”

Last summer, Unilever siphoned o� ice cream into its own division during a

company-wide restructuring that split the brands into five main groups: beauty

and wellbeing; personal care; homecare; nutrition; and ice cream. The move

prompted speculation over the future of its ice cream business, but Matt Close,

president of the new division, said there was “no reason to believe” a sale could

be on the horizon and that it planned to tap into trends such as vegan and non-

dairy.

Ice cream has been something of a hot potato for Unilever in recent years, one

that has forced it to address another turbulent geography. When its socially

conscious American subsidiary announced in 2021 that it would no longer sell its

products in territories occupied by Israel but claimed by Palestine, that sparked

anger in Tel Aviv. There was more discontent when Unilever struck a deal to sell

the ice cream business’s operation in Israel, much to the dismay of Ben Cohen

and Jerry Greenfield, the Ben & Jerry’s founders, who claimed the British

company had breached the terms of its takeover in 2000.

Then there is the issue of sustainability that so irked Smith. Planted firmly on

centre stage under his predecesors, it remains to be seen if Schumacher will

adopt a similar approach.

He will reveal his plans for the business when he announces the company’s

third-quarter results in October. Investors will expect fast action and for

Unilever to close the gap on its peers.
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